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A detailed study of the single-particle dynamics of liquid water in normal and supercooled regime
has been carried out by comparing molecular dynamics~MD! simulation results with now available
high resolution quasielastic neutron scattering~QENS! data. Simulation runs have been performed
at 264, 280, 292, and 305 K, using the extended simple point charge model, well suited for
reproducing single-particle properties of H2O. The microscopic dynamics has been probed over a
wide range of times and distances. The MD results indicate that a substantial coupling between
translational and rotational dynamics exists already at about 1 ps. The decay of the translational
dynamic correlations has been phenomenologically analyzed in terms of three exponential
components, and the agreement between the parameters thus obtained from experimental and
simulation derived datasets is quite satisfactory. Both QENS and MD data can not be described with
sufficient accuracy by simple diffusion models over the entire range of examined wave
vectors. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!50409-2#

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynamic properties of water at the molecular level
have been extensively studied in the past years by many
different experimental techniques, and a large body of data
on microdiffusivity parameters has been accumulated
sofar.1,2 Measurements of viscosity,3 ultrasound absorption,4

self-diffusion,5 dielectric relaxation,6 NMR,7 depolarized
light scattering,8–11 and incoherent quasielastic neutron
scattering12–15 have provided information on various relax-
ation times connected to structures induced by the hydrogen
bonds~HB!.

During the past two decades, starting from the pioneer-
ing molecular dynamics~MD! study of Rahman and
Stillinger,16 the experimental investigations have been in-
creasingly complemented by MD computer simulations in
order to get a better insight on the microscopic structure and
dynamics of water. Initially much of this work has been fo-
cused on the refinement of potential models in order to de-
scribe with increasing accuracy those peculiar features of
liquid water generally ascribed to HB effects. Subsequently
the efforts have been addressed to achieve a full description
of the dynamics at the molecular level. Nowadays the in-
crease in computing power, together with the refinements of
algorithms and potential models, make it possible to extend
the MD simulations up to hundreds of picoseconds, thus
probing not only the local short time reorientational dynam-
ics but also the relaxation processes associated with density
fluctuations which occur on a much longer time scale. In this

context the most appropriate experimental technique to be
compared with the MD simulation is the quasielastic scatter-
ing of neutrons~QENS!. Due to the large incoherent scatter-
ing cross section of hydrogen~79.7 barn! with respect to
oxygen~,0.002 barn!, QENS from H2O is dominated by the
incoherent contribution from protons, and it is therefore sen-
sitive to individual molecular motions. Using time-of-flight
and backscattering spectrometers such motions can be fol-
lowed up to times of the order of hundreds of ps and over
distances ranging from the atomic scale up to a few hundred
ängströms. In the past 15 years, systematic QENS studies on
liquid water, have been carried out on reactor sources using
triple axis13 and time-of-flight spectrometers12,14,15with en-
ergy resolutionsDE ranging from about 50 to 500meV
~half-width at half-maximum, HWHM!. In these experiments
the diffusional broadeningDG of the elastic peak was ana-
lyzed with a limited accuracy, especially in the supercooled
regime~0 to220 °C! which is of particular interest because
of the marked anomalies in the thermodynamic and transport
properties.17 Indeed, in this region the broadeningDG turned
out to be only a fraction of the instrumental resolutionDE.
The above experiments were however able to clearly identify
some general features of the QENS profiles in the 0 to 1 meV
region. The spectra showed the presence of two distinct com-
ponents with substantially different broadenings. The narrow
one was attributed to the translational diffusion of water mol-
ecules, i.e., to their center-of-mass~CM! dynamics, while the
broader one was assigned to the reorientational dynamics
around the CM. This interpretation was based on the assump-
tion of a decoupling of the translational, rotational, and vi-
brational motions. In this case the self-part of the intermedi-
ate scattering function can be written as18
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Fs~Q,t !5expF2Q2 ^u2&
3 GFs

T~Q,t !Fs
R~Q,t !. ~1!

In the quasielastic region the vibrations contribute to the
scattering intensity only through a Debye–Waller factor
~DW!, which is given in the quasiharmonic approximation
by the first term in Eq.~1!. The narrow spectral component
assigned to the translational contributionFs

T(Q,t) was de-
scribed in terms of a random, spatially isotropic jump diffu-
sion model ~RJD!.19 This choice was suggested by the
marked bending of the line broadening at highQ values,
which is not consistent with the predictions of simple con-
tinuous diffusion models~linear increase of the linewidth vs
Q2!. In the frame of the RJD model theFs

T function can be
written as

Fs
T~Q,t !5exp@2GT~Q!t# ~2!

and the widthGT(Q) can be expressed in terms of a transla-
tional diffusion coefficientDT and a residence time between
jumpst0 in the form

GT~Q!5
DTQ

2

11DTQ
2t0

. ~3!

Although this simplified model has a highQ limit
~limQ→`GT(Q)5t0

21! which contrasts the free-particle be-
havior ~GT}Q, as expected at small length scales!, it was
able to describe reasonably well the QENS data in theQ
range 0.25–2 Å21 covered in the above mentioned experi-
ments.

The broader component of the QENS spectrum was at-
tributed to the rotational dynamics of H2O molecules, and it
was analyzed in terms of the classical Sears expansion de-
scribing a continuous isotropic rotational diffusion20

Fs
R~Q,t !5(

l
~2l11! j l

2~Qa!exp@2 l ~ l11!GR#, ~4!

where l is an integer,j l(Qa) indicates the spherical Bessel
functions, anda is the radius of rotation. In the exploredQ
rangeFs

R was approximated by the first three terms in Eq.
~4!.

A comparison between MD simulations and the most
accurate QENS data available at that time15 was carried out
some years ago.21 The picture that emerges indicates some
disagreement between QENS and MD results. The MD
simulations tend to enforce a description of a fairly continu-
ous diffusive dynamics of water, which is quite evident in the
high-Q behavior of the calculated broadening of the quasi-
elastic line which does not exhibit the pronounced high-Q
saturation observed in QENS measurements.

We have undertaken a systematic study of water dynam-
ics performing high resolution QENS experiments22 and MD
simulations with the following objectives:—to obtain a more
accurate determination of the diffusivity parameters of super-
cooled water by using the high resolution backscattering
spectrometer IRIS at the high intensity pulsed neutron source
ISIS ~DRAL, Chilton, U.K.!. In the adopted instrument con-
figuration IRIS has an energy resolution~HWHM! of 5–7
meV, which is almost an order of magnitude better than that

available in the previous experiments, and this allowed us to
analyze accurately the small line broadenings observed in the
supercooled region. Moreover the highQ resolution ~DQ
50.02–0.04 Å21 in the Q range 0.4 to 1.85 Å21! made it
possible to determine in detail theQ dependence of the
linewidths;—to extend the MD analysis up to times of the
order of 100 ps in order to match the energy range probed by
QENS, exploiting the potentialities of new high speed CPUs
and improved codes for computer simulations. The simula-
tions were performed using a CRAY Y-MP computer~CIN-
ECA, Bologna, Italy!;—to compare quantitatively high reso-
lution QENS data and realistic MD results. This should
enable us to analyze critically the approximations assumed in
Eqs. ~1! to ~4! and, on the other hand, to determine how
realistic is the adopted potential in mimicking the self prop-
erties of water.

In Secs. II to IV the MD simulations are described in
detail. Section V contains a concise description of the QENS
experiments. The comparison between MD and QENS re-
sults is illustrated in Sec. VI. Conclusions and forthcoming
work are outlined in Sec. VII.

II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

A. Computational aspects

In order to compare the high resolutions QENS data with
precise MD results the simulations have been performed in
the microcanonical~NVE! ensemble, considering a relatively
high number~N5500! of rigid ‘‘H 2O’’ molecules enclosed in
a cubic box of lengthL524.63 Å with periodic boundary
conditions, and they have been extended to rather long times
~i.e.,.200–300 ps!. We adopted a simple rigid water model,
namely, the extended simple point charge~SPC/E!
potential23 and developed a new algorithm for the integration
of the equations of motion, which combines quickness with a
good accuracy.24 In all the simulations the density has been
kept equal to 1 g/cm3.

Among the relatively simple models for water23,25–28

present in literature, SPC/E has been chosen because of its
capability of well reproducing several static and dynamic
properties from the melting point up to the critical point.29 In
particular, the SPC/E model seems quite suitable to simulate
single-particle dynamical properties, because it gives values
of the self-diffusion coefficient well in agreement with ex-
perimental data23 in a wide range of temperatures along the
coexistence curve. SPC/E has been derived from a reparam-
eterization of the simple point charge~SPC! potential27 to
account for the dipole polarizability self-energy correction.
Both SPC and SPC/E potentials describe a water molecule
by three point charges located on the nuclei plus a Lennard-
Jones site centered on the oxygen. The SPC/E parameters are
given in Table I.

The electrostatic long range intermolecular interactions
have been accounted for by a suitable tapered reaction field
~RF!.30 This method has been preferred to Ewald
summations31 since, for large samples, it is less time con-
suming and does not lead to substantial differences in the
values of the main thermodynamical quantities.32,33 A stan-
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dard leapfrog algorithm has been adopted for the transla-
tional motion, and an improved quaternion integration
scheme24,34 has been used for the rotational motion. In spite
of the relatively large time step,Dt51.5 fs, the new integra-
tion algorithm, together with the tapered RF, leads to an ex-
tremely low residual drift of the internal energy: less than
0.002~kJ mol21!/ps.

After equilibration, we have performed four distinct MD
runs at about 264, 280, 292, and 305 K, and the configura-
tions have been stored every 5 time steps, i.e., each 7.5 fs, for
successive analysis. The durationtd of each run is reported in
Table II together with the mean temperatureT, mean pres-
sureP, total energyU and mean translational self-diffusion
coefficientDT .

B. Evaluation of intermediate scattering functions

As already mentioned, due to the high incoherent scat-
tering cross section of protons, the dynamic structure factor
measured by QENS practically coincides with the Fourier-
transform of the intermediate self-scattering function
Fs~Q,t!

35 for the hydrogens

Fs~Q,t !5^e2 iQ•@r ~0!2r ~ t !#&, ~5!

where^•••& stands for ensemble average andr (t) represents
the coordinate at timet of a particular hydrogen atom located
in r ~0! at time t50. Computationally the average is taken
over all the hydrogens of the sample and over each couple of
the stored configurations separated by a timet.

In order to examine the coupling between translational
and rotational dynamics we have also calculated the interme-
diate self-scattering function for the motion of the centers of
mass,Fs

CM(Q,t), and for the reorientational motion~i.e., the
hydrogen motions with respect to the CM! Fs

R~Q,t!. The ex-

pression forFs
CM and Fs

R can be derived by writing~in a
fixed reference frame! the positionr of an hydrogen atom
pertaining to a given water molecule as

r5rCM1d,

whered is the position of the hydrogen with respect to the
center of mass,rCM . We can then write

Fs
T~Q,t ![Fs

CM~Q,t !5^2 iQ•@rCM~0!2rCM~ t !#& ~6!

and

Fs
T~Q,t !5^e2 iQ•@d~0!2d~ t !#&. ~7!

Moreover, in an isotropic fluid all the above intermediate
scattering functions must be independent of the direction of
Q, and we can therefore improve the statistics by averaging
over vectors pointing to different directions, but having the
same modulusQ.

For comparison, the three intermediate scattering func-
tions Fs , Fs

CM, andFs
R at 264 K andQ51.02 Å21, are re-

ported in Fig. 1~a!, and their short time behavior~0<t<0.3
ps! is shown in more detail in Fig. 1~b!. Both Fs

R and Fs

reveal an initial very rapid decay, on a time scale of about
0.05 ps; in contrastFs

CM does not show such fast decay.
Above 0.05 ps two additional time scales are apparent inFs

andFs
CM as one can see in Fig. 1~a!. Above 10–15 ps the

differences betweenFs
CM andFs tend to vanish and they both

approach zero fort→`; on the contraryFs
R has a nonzero

horizontal asymptote.

TABLE I. SPC/E potential parameters from Ref. 23. The Lennard-Jones
interaction potential between the two oxygen atoms is expressed as
V52(A/r )61(B/r )12. The chargesqH and qO are located on the corre-
sponding nuclei.

dOH
~nm! HÔH

A
~kJ/mol!1/6

B
~kJ/mol!1/12

qH
(e)

qO
(e)

1 109.47° 0.37122 0.3428 0.4238 20.8476

TABLE II. Thermodynamic data and diffusion coefficients for the MD runs.
T denotes the average temperature,td the duration of each run,U the total
energy,P the average pressure.DT

MD indicates the translational diffusion
coefficient obtained from the MD data.DT andDT

QENS have been derived
from tacer diffusion~Ref. 5! and recent neutron scattering data~Ref. 44!,
respectively.

T
~K!

td
~ps!

U
~kJ/mol!

P
~MPa!

DT
MD

~1025 cm2/s!
DT

~1025 cm2/s!
DT
QENS

~1025 cm2/s!

264 315 242.5 223.6 1.04 0.75 0.9~5!
280 210 241.0 213.5 1.60 1.42 1.5
292 158 239.9 26.6 2.~5! 2.25 2.3
305 45 238.6 5.1 3.~5! 3.12

FIG. 1. ~a! Total, center-of-mass, and rotational intermediate self-scattering
functions atT5264 K andQ51.02 Å21: Fs(Q,t) ~solid line!, Fs

CM(Q,t)
~dashed line!, and Fs

R(Q,t) ~dotted line!; ~b! Same as in~a! but with a
limited time interval~t<0.3 ps!. The initial very rapid decay~t,0.05 ps!
present in bothFs andFs

R, and absent inFs
CM is visible.
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III. DISCUSSIONS OF MD RESULTS

The initial very rapid decay-rates present inFs andFs
R

are rather similar in the investigated temperature andQ
range. As already noticed such a feature is absent in the time
behavior ofFs

CM . It is therefore natural to ascribe it to the
fast reorientational, or rather librational, motions of the hy-
drogens around the CM.36,37 In the following analysis of the
Fs we will neglect this very rapid decay which takes place in
a time interval of only few time steps of our simulations.

As mentioned before, above 0.05 ps a single decay time
is generally not sufficient to represent the behavior of the
Fs(Q,t) functions in the full investigated time range. Indeed
in Figs. 2 and 3, it is possible to recognize easily two main
distinct decays, hereafter called fast and slow components. If
theFs are analyzed in term of a superposition of exponential
functions, it turn out that at 292 K two exponentials, corre-
sponding to the two above components, are sufficient for a
reasonably accurate description. On the other hand, at the
lower temperatures~280 and 264 K! a third exponential
~characterized by a decay rate intermediate between the pre-
vious two! is needed to reproduce the behavior of theFs at
intermediateQ values ~1,Q,2 Å21!. We have therefore
adopted the following empirical expression to describe the
time decay of theFs functions:

Fs~Q,t !5A1~Q!e2G1~Q!t1A2~Q!e2G2~Q!t

1A3~Q!e2G3~Q!t. ~8!

The first exponential describes the fast component, the
second one describes the slow component and the third one
the ‘‘intermediate’’ component which is needed to reproduce

with sufficient accuracy the crossover region between the
fast and slow decays. In Fig. 4 a fit ofFs(Q,t) to Eq. ~8! is
shown; theQ value ~1.8 Å21! has been chosen such that all
the components are clearly visible. The same data fitted with
only two exponentials are shown in Fig. 5. The residuals of

FIG. 2. ~a! Total intermediate scattering functionsFs(Q,t) atT5264 K and
at differentQ values: 0.44, 0.62, 0.77, 1.08, 1.40, 1.86, 2.60 Å21 ~top to
bottom!; ~b! same as in~a! but with a limited time interval~t<1 ps!.

FIG. 3. ~a! Total intermediate scattering functionsFs(Q,t) atQ51.08 Å21

and at different temperatures:T5264, 280, 292, and 305 K~top to bottom!;
~b! same as in~a! but with a limited time interval~t<0.8 ps!.

FIG. 4. Fitting ofFs(Q,t) ~Q51.8 Å21, T5264 K! to Eq. ~8!. In this case
the three exponential components~fast: dashed line; intermediate: dotted
line; slow: dot–dashed line! have similar amplitudesAi . The residuals of
the fitting are also shown.
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the fitting shown in both figures evidence the improvement
obtained by adding the third intermediate component. This
improvement can be estimated quantitatively by comparing
thex2 values obtained from the two above analyses. In Fig. 6
the ratio of thex2 values obtained by fitting the above data
with two and three exponentials, respectively, is shown vsQ
for 264 and 292 K. At the lowest temperature this ratio in-
creases by almost an order of magnitude in the 1,Q,2 Å21

region, while at 292 K the ratio is almost constant and close

to unity at allQ values. All fittings have been performed
using a standard least-squares minimization routine.

At smallQ values, the amplitudeA1 of the fast compo-
nent is much smaller than the amplitude of the slow oneA2.
The dependence ofA1, A2, andA3 uponQ is shown in Fig.
7 for the simulations at 264 K. The behavior of the coeffi-
cientsAi at 280 K is quite similar, while at 292 K the addi-
tion of the third component~A3! does not improve the fits
significantly, as already anticipated.

In the frequency domain, Eq.~8! corresponds to a repre-
sentation of the incoherent dynamic structure factorSs(Q,v)
@i.e., the time-Fourier transform ofFs(Q,t)# in terms of a
sum of three Lorentzian components with half-width at half-
maximum ~HWHM! equal to theGi . In the following the
values of theG parameters are reported as HWHM in energy
units~meV! to allow a direct comparison with the line broad-
enings of the QENS spectra. In Figs. 8 and 9 theQ depen-
dence ofG1, G2, andG3 is shown for different temperatures.
G1, which is clearly visible only aboveQ.1 Å21, has a
noticeably linearQ dependence at highQ values~Fig. 8!.
Indeed, the scattering law in the free particle limit has a
Gaussian shape, and its width is given by38

G~Q!'QAkBT2 ln 2

m
~9!

this behavior is also expected for a particle moving in a
liquid, when the probed length scale is small with respect to
the interatomic distances. In the present case our highestQ
values are much too low to reveal the free particle limit,
however, the quasilinear dependence ofG1 at highQ in Fig.
8 can be considered as an indication that the fast decay can
be associated to the quasifree motion of a water molecule
within the cage formed by its neighboring molecules.

TheQ dependence ofG2, as shown in Fig. 9, is linear vs
Q2 at low Q, then it bends over but never reaches a total

FIG. 5. Fitting of Fs(Q,t) ~Q51.8 Å21, T5264 K! to the sum of two
independent exponentials. The residuals of the fitting are also shown.

FIG. 6. Dependence uponQ of ratio of thex2 values obtained by fitting the
Fs(Q,t) functions with two and three independent components, respectively.
The data at 264 K~full circles! and at 292 K~empty circles! are reported.
Thex2 ratio at 280 K is very close to the one at 264 K.

FIG. 7. AmplitudesAi of the three exponential components at 264 K de-
rived from the fit of the MD intermediate scattering functionsFs(Q,t): A1

~empty squares!, A2 ~circles!, A3 ~full triangles!. The amplitudeA3 is re-
ported only in theQ region where it is appreciably different from zero; in
this regionA2 is indicated with full circles.
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flattening up to the highestQ investigated, this confirms the
results of a previous MD study.21 The obtainedQ depen-
dence of the amplitudesAi and of the widthsGi cannot be
explained by simple diffusion models, neither of jump, nor
of continuous type. The constant breaking and reforming of
the HB network suggested by the MD simulations39 seems to
favor a description in terms of a complex continuous-type
diffusion.

The overall behavior ofFs
CM(Q,t) is very similar to that

of Fs(Q,t). Their fit still requires two main exponential com-
ponents~the above mentioned fast and slow processes!. At
280 and 264 K, a third exponential improves substantially
the fit betweenQ51 and 2 Å21. The values of the param-
etersAi andGi derived from the fit are sometimes slightly
different from those obtained fromFs(Q,t); such small dif-
ferences have not been considered to be significant in our
analysis. The presence inFs

CM of the same features observed
in Fs , namely the presence of fast, slow, and intermediate
components, indicates that they are all related to the transla-
tional dynamics. Roughly speaking the fast one can be re-
lated to the free particle dynamics within the nearest neigh-
bor cage, while the slow and intermediate ones may be
related to more complex mechanisms of H2O cluster relax-
ations. It is worth noticing that even in the case of simple
liquids, such as liquid argon,Fs(Q,t) has a complext andQ
dependence38 not fully describable as the superposition of
two ~or three! exponentials. An interpretation of the
Fs
CM(Q,t) for water in terms of a memory function approach

will be reported in a forthcoming paper.
The diffusion coefficientDT has been evaluated from the

slope of the mean square displacement~MSD! and from the
area below the velocity autocorrelation functions~VACF!
obtaining results well in agreement with each other. In Table
II we report only the results relative to the MSD which are
less affected by statistical uncertainties. For the sake of com-
parison, in Table II some experimental values ofDT are also
reported. At each temperature, the agreement among the dif-
ferent data is satisfactory and confirms that the adopted po-
tential model can effectively reproduce the microscopic
translational dynamics of liquid water.

As shown in Fig. 1~b!, the rotational functionsFs
R(Q,t)

are characterized by a very rapid decay at short times~t
,0.05 ps! followed by a damped oscillation probably attrib-
utable to a partially librational nature of the rotational relax-
ation and, att>1 ps, by a much slower relaxation to a
nonzero asymptotic value. The short time region including
the damped oscillation has not been explored in great detail,
indeed it is covered by a small number of time steps in our
simulations. The overall time behavior of theFs

R functions
has been analyzed in terms of two exponential decays with
widths G1

R andG2
R corresponding to the very fast and slow

relaxations, respectively, plus a constant term~B! giving the
t→` asymptote

Fs
R~Q,t !5A1

R~Q!e2G1
R

~Q!t1A2
R~Q!e2G2

R
~Q!t1B. ~10!

This model was found to be adequate at small and inter-
mediateQ values, only at the highestQ investigated the
decay could not be accurately described by Eq.~10!.

From the fit of theFs
R(Q,t) functions to Eq.~10!, we

find thatG1
R is substantiallyQ and temperature independent,

with an average value of about 20 meV~HWHM!. The width
of the slower relaxation,G2

R, is Q independent as well, but
shows a moderate variation with temperature; its values
range from 70meV at 264 K, to 85 and 120meV at 280 and
292 K, respectively. The amplitudesAi

R, on the other hand,

FIG. 8. Decay constantG1 vsQ from the fit of MD simulations at different
temperatures: 292 K~full squares!, 280 K ~gray squares! and 264 K~empty
squares!.

FIG. 9. Decay constantsG2 ~open circles! andG3 ~full triangles! vsQ2 from
MD results, for different temperatures:~a! 292 K, ~b! 280 K, ~c! 264 K.G3

is reported only in theQ region where the amplitudeA3 is appreciably
different from zero; in this regionG2 is indicated with full circles.
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are almost temperature independent, but they both markedly
depend onQ. The ratioA2

R/A1
R decreases continuously from

8 atQ50.42 Å21 down to 2.7 atQ53.4 Å21.
The nonzero asymptotic value~t→`! is due to the con-

fined motion of the hydrogens when observed from their CM
reference frame. In this frame they are limited to move on
the surface of a sphere of radiusd5udu and, as a conse-
quence,Fs

R(Q,t→`) must have a nonzero value.40 The spa-
tial extension of these motions can be evaluated through the
so called ‘‘elastic incoherent structure factor’’~EISF! defined
as

EISF5
Fs~Q,t→`!

Fs~Q,t50!
. ~11!

For a particle diffusing isotropically on a sphere of radiusd,
it can be shown40 that

Fs
R~Q,t→`!

Fs
R~Q,t50!

5@ j 0~Qd!#25Fsin~Qd!

Qd G2. ~12!

The behavior of the EISF, as obtained from the simulations,
is reported in Fig. 10. By fitting itsQ dependence to Eq.~12!
we have obtained for the radiusd: 0.84, 0.90, and 0.91 Å at
264, 280, and 292 K, respectively. The fitted radius increases
with temperature as expected, but remains always lower than
the H-to-CM distance of the SPC/E model~0.964 Å!, indi-
cating that the rotational motion is highly hindered even at
room temperature.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE DECOUPLING BETWEEN
TRANSLATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL MOTIONS

The experimental data on water diffusivity obtained up
to now by radiation scattering techniques as QENS and light
scattering have been usually analysed under the assumption
of the decoupling of translational and rotational dynamics
@Eq. ~1!#. This hypothesis is questionable for molecular liq-
uids, especially when H bonds play a relevant role, like in

water. Indeed the assumption made in Eq.~1! has been mo-
tivated essentially because it leads to relatively simple ana-
lytical expressions for the scattering law, rather than being
based on a realistic description of the dynamics at a molecu-
lar level. Neglecting the DW factor in Eq.~1!, one can ex-
pressFs(Q,t) as the product

Fs~Q,t ![Fs
P~Q,t !5Fs

CM~Q,t !Fs
R~Q,t !. ~13!

On the other hand, if the rotational and translational motions
were strongly coupled, in the long time limit one should have

Fs~Q,t !'Fs
CM~Q,t !. ~14!

MD simulations provide an effective way for testing the
validity of the decoupling approximation. The intermediate
scattering functionsFs

P andFs
CM can be evaluated separately

through Eqs.~6! and ~7! and compared toFs as obtained
from Eq.~5!. Figure 11 showsFs , Fs

P andFs
CM at 280 K and

Q51.02 Å21. It can be seen that at times larger than about
10 psFs(Q,t) stays much closer toFs

CM(Q,t) than to the
productFs

P(Q,t).
In order to quantify the extent of the rotational-

translational coupling, we introduce a ‘‘coupling’’ indicator
defined as

I C~Q,t ![
Fs~Q,t !2Fs

P~Q,t !

Fs
CM~Q,t !2Fs

P~Q,t !
~15!

which ranges from 0~decoupling! to 1 ~full coupling!. In
Fig. 12 the time dependence ofI C is shown for three differ-
ent values ofQ and temperature.I C shows an initial fast
raise up tot;0.3 ps, and a further slower increase at longer
times. The value ofI C at 0.3 ps decreases with raising tem-
perature, and increases withQ. It is also worth noticing that
only in the low-Q range~Q<1 Å21!, and at high tempera-
tures a full coupling is not reached even at relatively long
times. AboveQ;1 Å21 a substantial coupling is always
achieved already att;1 ps.

FIG. 10. Elastic incoherent structure factors EISF derived from the MD
rotational intermediate scattering functionsFs

R at different temperatures: 292
K ~full circles!, 280 K ~open squares!, and 264 K~full triangles!. The fittings
to the expression in Eq.~12! are shown~dotted lines!.

FIG. 11. ~a! Time dependence of the intermediate scattering functions at
T5280 K andQ51.02 Å21; Fs(Q,t) ~solid line!, Fs

CM(Q,t) ~dashed line!
andFs

P(Q,t) 5 Fs
CM(Q,t) • Fs

R(Q,t) ~dotted line!. The time regiont<1 ps is
shown in the inset.
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V. QUASIELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING

We have performed accurate QENS measurements on
supercooled H2O using the IRIS backscattering spectrometer
at the ISIS pulsed neutron facility~DRAL, Chilton, U.K.!.
The experimental details including data corrections and
analysis have already been described elsewhere.22 Here, we
will recall the main results of these experiments which are
relevant for a comparison between QENS and MD simula-
tions.

IRIS is a backscattering spectrometer41 viewing a 25 K
liquid-hydrogen cold source. In the adopted instrument con-
figuration we used the 002 reflection from pyrolytic graphite
~PG! analyzer crystals, and the 006 reflection from mica ana-
lyzers. They enabled us to span aQ range from 0.4 to 1.85
Å21 ~with a resolutionDQ.0.02–0.04 Å21!, and provided
an energy window from20.25 to11.2 meV with resolutions
~HWHM! 7 meV ~graphite! and 5.5meV ~mica!. The space
and time domains covered range from about 3 to 15 Å and
from 0.5 to 50 ps. These data have been already analyzed22,42

in terms of the same line-broadening model used in the ear-
lier QENS experiments on supercooled water;15 such model
has been described in Sec. I. On the basis of the MD results
which indicate a substantial coupling between translational
and rotational motions in the energy range explored with
IRIS, we have now analyzed the line shapes in terms of the
phenomenological model adopted in Eq.~8!. The MD simu-
lations give for the fast component in Eq.~8! a width ranging
from 2 to 6 meV~Fig. 8!, i.e., much larger than the total
energy window accessible with IRIS. Therefore, in the

QENS analysis, this contribution was taken into account by a
Lorentzian component whose width was constrained to be
equal to the corresponding one of the MD simulation. In the
measured energy range this component could be equally well
represented by a flat background level. Figure 13 shows the
decomposition of a typical line shape into a flat background,
and two Lorentzian components corresponding to the slow
and intermediate contributions in Eq.~8!. The background
includes the fast component and an instrumental contribu-
tion. The widthsG2 andG3 obtained from the above fitting
are shown as a function ofQ2 in Fig. 14.

At high temperatures~T>280 K! and highQ values
~Q>1.5 Å21! only one Lorentzian is needed. TheQ depen-
dence ofG2 is linear vsQ

2 at lowQ, then it bends over and
tends to flatten, but, up to the highestQ investigated, it does

FIG. 12. Coupling indicatorsI c at various wave vectors and temperatures.
~a! 1.02 Å21, ~b! 1.82 Å21, ~c! 3.40 Å21. The curves in each figure refer to
264, 280, 292 K, respectively~top to bottom!.

FIG. 13. Example of the decomposition of a QENS spectrum~Q51.41 Å21

andT5264 K! into three quasielastic rototranslational components; Lorent-
zian line shapes are assumed. The third component, as explained in the text,
is backgroundlike in the investigated energy range.

FIG. 14. Quasielastic broadeningsG2 ~full symbols! andG3 ~open symbols!
vsQ2 derived from the fitting of the QENS data. The curves refer to 264 K
~circles!, 278 K ~squares!, and 292 K~triangles!.
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not reach a complete plateau. On the contraryG3 is almost
constant in the investigatedQ range. Both the linewidthsG2
andG3 increase with temperature.

VI. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE QENS AND MD
DYNAMIC STRUCTURE FACTORS

The noise level present in theFs functions from MD
simulations in much lower than that of the analogous func-
tions obtained by Fourier inversion of the experimental spec-
tra. For this reason, in order to compare the QENS results
with the MD simulations, we decided to Fourier transform
the latter, and perform the comparison in thev domain. For
this purpose standard Hanning function has been used to
apodize the finite time signal,43 and theFs have been evalu-
ated from our MD runs up to times long enough to allow an
almost complete decay of the correlations. Moreover to
check the accuracy of the Fourier transformations we have
verified that the analysis int andv domains give consistent
values of the parametersAi andGi .

Figure 15 shows a comparison of two line shapes ob-
tained from the MD data and from the QENS experiment for
two differentQ values. The areas of the experimental curves
have been normalized to those of the MD after subtraction of
the experimental background. The agreement between ex-
perimental and MD data is reasonable both at low and at
highQ values. The linewidth parametersG2 andG3 obtained
by fitting the QENS and MD data are compared in Fig. 16.
At the lowest investigated temperature~264 K! the experi-
mentalG2 is always lower than the one from MD, and the
difference among them increases withQ reaching a maxi-

mum value of about about 30%@Fig.16~a!#. As concernsG3,
we note that for a satisfactory fit of the experimental data this
component is required at allQ values at 264 K, and up to at
least 1.5 Å21 at 280 and 292 K. On the other hand, in the
MD fits G3 is needed only at 1<Q<2 Å21 at 264 and 280 K,
while at 292 K it is never required. At 264 and 280 K, and in
theQ range whereG3 has to be introduced in the fit of both
simulated and experimental data, their respective values dif-
fer only by about 10%@Fig. 16~a!#. On the other hand, for a
consistent comparison between QENS and MD data at 292
K, their respective fits with only one Lorentzian component
have been compared@Fig. 16~b!#; it must, however, be kept
in mind that the addition of a second component substan-
tially improves the fit of QENS data. The QENS and MD
widths agree well up to about 1.2 Å21, at higherQ values the
MD width increases faster, and the maximum difference be-
tween the two is about 15% at 1.85 Å21.

As concerns the amplitudesAi , a difference exists: at
any givenQ and temperature the third intermediate compo-
nent is consistently more intense in the experimental data
than in the simulated ones. It turns out that at 280 K
A2
QENS/A2

MD has aQ averaged value of about 0.7, while
A3
QENS/A3

MD is about 4.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a detailed comparative analysis of
MD simulations and high energy resolution QENS experi-
ments in supercooled H2O with the aim of improving similar
previous studies whose conclusions were rather qualitative.21

The SPC/E model proved to be an appropriate ‘‘simple’’ ef-

FIG. 15. Comparison of QENS and MD dynamic scattering functions
Ss(Q,v) at T5264 K andQ51.02 ~a!, 1.80 ~b! Å21.

FIG. 16. Comparison of theQ dependence of the linewidthsGi obtained
from QENS experiments~full symbols! and MD simulations~open sym-
bols!. The data are reported for two temperatures: 264 K~a!, and 292 K~b!,
and refer toG2 ~circles! andG3 ~triangles!.
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fective potential for reproducing the single particle water dy-
namics at all investigated time and length scales.

The use of a second generation backscattering neutron
spectrometer has improved by almost an order of magnitude
the resolution of the measurements with respect to previous
QENS experiments on supercooled water,15 this is particu-
larly important to investigate the dynamics in the super-
cooled region where the diffusional broadenings are consid-
erably smaller than the ones at room temperature.

The comparison has shown that the time decay of the
translational dynamic correlations can be phenomenologi-
cally described in terms of at least three distinct exponential
components. The agreement between amplitudes and width
parameters of these components obtained from QENS and
MD data is quite reasonable, being always<30%. However,
in the QENS spectra the role of the third intermediate com-
ponent is consistently more relevant than in the MD simula-
tions. This is not totally surprising if we consider that this
component essentially describes the deviations from the
simple two exponential regimes@fast and slow components
in Fs(Q,t)#, and thus reflects details in the complex transla-
tional dynamics of water molecules, which the MD simula-
tion is not able to reproduce accurately, owing to the ap-
proximations implied in the adopted potential and possibly to
the relative small number of molecules used in the simula-
tion.

Neither the QENS, nor the MD data can be convincingly
described by simple diffusion models. The present results
open the way to more refined theoretical analysis of the self-
dynamics of the density fluctuations in liquid water, in a way
similar to the comprehensive description already depicted in
simple liquids.38
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